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Abstract
Background and objective Circumscribed choroidal haemangioma (CCH) has several characteristic clinical and angio-
graphic features. We aimed to compare indocyanine green angiography (ICG) findings of CCH captured on a traditional
digital camera system (DCS) to newer scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO) platforms.
Study design/materials and methods A total of 35 patients over a 10-year period diagnosed with CCH using ICG were
included (18 imaged with DCS and 17 with SLO).
Results On early ICG frames, intrinsic vessels were apparent in two-thirds (12/18; 67%) of the DCS group compared with
all of eyes in the SLO group (p= 0.020). In addition, at maximal hyperfluorescence, most eyes imaged with DCS had a
feathery appearance (16/18; 89%) compared with those in the SLO group which all (17/17; 100%) displayed a granular
appearance (p < 0.001). The presence of hot spots at maximal hyperfluorescence was also more common in the SLO group
(12/17; 71%) versus the DCS group (0/18; 0%) (p < 0.001). Finally, intrinsic vessels and vascular loops could be identified
throughout the entire duration of the ICG in 100% of the SLO cases (17/17) versus only 11% (2/18) of DCS cases (p <
0.001).
Conclusions The visualization of intrinsic vessels, vascular loops, and “hot spots” in CCH is significantly enhanced with
SLO compared with DCS. Many characteristic mid-late angiographic findings of CCH are more optimally visualized on
SLO which may negate the need for late frames (>30 min) without compromising diagnostic accuracy.

Introduction

Circumscribed choroidal haemangiomas (CCH) are benign,
vascular tumors that tend to be solitary and unilateral in
nature. They have a characteristic red-orange appearance
and can have overlying retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)
hyperplasia (33%) or fibrous metaplasia (20%) [1]. Most
commonly, CCH involve the superotemporal quadrant of
the macula [2] and tend to present in the 5th decade of life,
often with decreased visual acuity and a serous macular

detachment [1]. Circumscribed choroidal haemangioma has
historically been categorized as a congenital lesion without
associated ocular or systemic anomalies [3]. However,
recent reports of increased subfoveal choroidal thickness [4]
and irregular choroidal vascular architecture have suggested
that predisposing ocular factors may impart a propensity for
the growth of this hamartomatous lesion [5].

Several findings on ancillary studies can support the
diagnosis of CCH. Clinically, CCH often transilluminates
during slit lamp biomicroscopy when a small, bright beam
is centered over the lesion. This vascular tumor shows high
internal reflectivity on ultrasound A-scan and appears as a
solid, dome shaped mass on ultrasound B-scan [1, 6].
Enhanced depth imaging optical coherence tomography
(EDI-OCT) shows expansion of vessels in Haller’s and
Sattler’s layers [7], but unlike choroidal nevi [8], melanoma
[9], and metastasis [10], the choriocapillaris is not com-
pressed. On fluorescein angiography (FA), progressive
hyperfluorescence is typically seen with diffuse, late
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staining of the tumor [1, 2]; however, given that these
features may be absent in up to two-thirds of cases, many
consider indocyanine green angiography (ICG) to
supersede FA.

Given the anatomical location of CCH, ICG has been
employed with a characteristic pattern of early uptake by the
tumor, followed by an increase in fluorescent intensity, with
late washout due to its highly vascular nature. Previously
published landmark studies describing ICG characteristics
of CCH used digital fundus photography based imaging
systems (Topcon TRC 50 IA fundus camera) [11]. The
purpose of this study was to compare the well documented
color fundus photographic and ICG characteristics of CCH
captured on digital camera systems (DCS) to the features
appreciated on newer scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO)
platforms (Optos California and Heidelberg Spectralis).

Materials and methods

Following registration with and approval by the clinical
audit department (audit number 530), consecutive eyes
diagnosed with CCH over a 10-year period (January 1, 2007
to December 31, 2017) in the Ocular Oncology Service of
Moorfields Eye Hospital were identified. In 2016 we began
transitioning from ICG on DCS to SLO. A total of 35 eyes
that had ICG studies taken on standard imaging settings
were included; 18 of these had digital ICG photographs
taken using DCS (Topcon fundus camera, Topcon Cor-
poration, Tokyo, Japan) and 17 had images captured using
SLO platforms (Optos California [Optos plc, Dunfermline,
Scotland] and Heidelberg Spectralis [Heidelberg Engineer-
ing GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany]). All of those imaged
with SLO had ICG angiography captured on Heidelberg
Spectralis and fundus photographs taken with Optos.

The DCS used a halogen lamp, a polychromatic light
source, to illuminate the retina. For ICG, an excitation filter
of 640–780 nm and a barrier filter of 820–900 were used,
respectively.

In the SLO group a monochromatic laser light source is
used to illuminate the retina, rather than a halogen lamp as
is used in DCS. The Optos California images were obtained
using a combination of four laser wavelengths: blue
(488 nm), green (532 nm), red (635 nm), and infrared (IR)
(802 nm). The Optomap® pseudocolor image was generated
using the green and red lasers, whereas the Optos auto-
fluorescence image was generated using the green laser. The
Heidelberg Spectralis OCT used a wavelength of 870 nm
and the Spectralis ICG excitation was by a diode laser of
790 nm and a barrier filter of 830 nm [12].

Patient files were reviewed for demographic data,
including gender and age at time of diagnosis. All images
were reviewed, and variables recorded included color of the

tumor on DCS versus SLO as well as ICG features of the
tumor, such as visualization of intrinsic vessels and pre-
sence or absence of “hot spots.” The pattern at maximal
hyperfluorescence was categorized either “feathery” or
“granular.” Lesions categorized as “feathery” had blurred
tumor margins and indistinct intralesional features. Those
defined as “granular” had distinct margins and pixelated
intratumoral characteristics. Diffuse versus patchy were
used as additional descriptive terms, with the former indi-
cating a homogenous appearance throughout the entire
lesion. As there was variability amongst cases with respect
to duration of imaging, the timing of the latest frame was
also recorded. This image was assessed for a relative
decrease in fluorescence of the lesion, presence of “hot
spots,” “washout” of the lesion and presence of a hyper-
fluorescent rim. “Washout” was further classified as com-
plete versus partial depending on whether the entire lesion
or only a portion of it became hypofluorescent compared
with the rest of the choroid. We defined “early” as <1 min,
“mid” as 1–3 min, and “late” as >7 min.

Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD)
when normally distributed or as median and (interquartile
range) if not. Normality was assessed using the
Shapiro–Wilks test. Differences in continuous variables
were compared using a student’s t test or the
Mann–Whitney U test for normally and not normally dis-
tributed data, respectively. Differences in proportions
between the groups were analyzed using Fisher’s exact test
with the Freeman–Halton extension. A p value of <0.05 was
considered statistically significant. All data were analyzed
using a commercially available software package (SPSS®

25; IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA).

Results

A total of 35 eyes with CCH evaluated with ICG angio-
graphy were included in this study. The mean age at diag-
nosis for the entire cohort was 53.8 ± 13.2 years. The
majority of patients were male (74%) and right eyes (63%)
were affected more commonly than left. Approximately half
of the cases had imaging captured on DCS (18 eyes, 51%)
versus SLO (17 eyes, 49%). Overall, the mean (±SD) CCH
thickness and largest basal diameter was 2.1 ± 1.8 and 6.8 ±
1.9 mm. Most lesions were associated with subretinal fluid
(24/27; 89%) and located within the macula (25/35; 71%).
There was no difference CCH characteristics between the
DCS and SLO groups (Table 1).

The appearance of CCH on the color image varied sig-
nificantly between the groups. Images captured with DCS
more accurately represented the true red-orange fundo-
scopic appearance of CCH (Figs. 1a and 2a) compared with
SLO, where the lesion appeared to have a green-gray hue
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(Figs. 3a and 4a). As SLO produces an artificial color image
created by the reflectance patterns of two laser wavelengths,
the red and green images can be separated using the blend
function. In cases of CCH, the red separation image
(Figs. 3b and 4b) further highlights the choroidal location
and true extent of this lesion, compared with the green
separation image (Figs. 3c and 4c).

During ICG angiography, several notable differences
were seen between the two groups. On early frames,
intrinsic vessels were apparent in two-thirds (12/18; 67%)
of the DCS group compared with all of eyes in the SLO
group (p= 0.020). At maximal hyperfluorescence, most
eyes imaged with DCS had a feathery appearance (16/18;
89%) (Figs. 1c and 2c) compared with those in the SLO
group which all displayed a granular appearance (Figs. 3e
and 4e) (p < 0.001). Of the 16 eyes demonstrating a feathery
appearance on DCS, 22% (4/16) showed patchy variation
throughout the lesion and 67% (12/16) had a diffuse
homogenous appearance. The presence of hot spots at
maximal hyperfluorescence reached a statistically sig-
nificant difference between the modalities, as hot spots were
apparent in the majority of SLO (12/17; 71%) versus none
of the DCS cases (0/18; 0%) (p < 0.001).

There was no difference in the latest frame recorded
between the two imaging modalities (p= 0.590) and irre-
spective of the imaging platform employed, all eyes showed
a relative decrease in fluorescence in the late frames. More
eyes imaged on SLO displayed a complete (3/17; 18%) or
partial (10/17;59%) washout compared with DCS (1/18; 6%
and 6/18; 33%, respectively), though this effect did not
reach statistical significance (p= 0.076). Significantly more
eyes in the SLO cohort displayed a late hyperfluorescent
rim (11/17; 65% versus 4/18; 22%; p= 0.043) and hot spots
were more commonly a prominent feature of the late frames
captured on SLO (14/17; 82%) compared with DCS (5/18;
28%) (p= 0.003).

The most striking difference between the imaging mod-
alities was in the ability to identify intrinsic vessels and
vascular loops throughout the entire duration of the ICG (2/
18; 11% of DCS cases versus 17/17; 100% of SLO cases)
(p < 0.001) (Table 1).

Discussion

Differentiation of nonpigmented choroidal lesions based
solely upon their clinical appearance can be challenging, and
as such, multimodal imaging plays a crucial role in narrowing
the diagnostic considerations. Although several features of
CCH have been well described, in two large series only 1/3rd
of patients were referred with the correct diagnosis [1, 2].
CCH tend to have a solid, dome shape appearance with
relatively high internal reflectivity on ultrasonography [1, 6]

Table 1 Comparison of demographic and imaging characteristics of
patients with circumscribed choroidal haemangioma undergoing ICG
imaging with either digital camera system (Topcon) or scanning laser
ophthalmoscope (Heidelberg Spectralis).

DCS SLO p value

n= 18 n= 17

Age (mean ± SD) 49.9 ± 12.8 57.9 ± 12.7 0.071

Gender (%) 1.000

Male 13 (72) 13 (76)

Female 5 (28) 4 (24)

Haemangioma characteristics

Size (mm)

Thickness (mean ± SD) 2.3 ± 1.0 2.1 ± 0.7 0.872

Largest basal dimension
(mean ± SD)

6.9 ± 2.3 6.8 ± 1.4 0.938

Presence of SRFa (%) 10/10 (100)a 14/17 (82) 0.274

Located within the macula 11/18 (61) 14/17 (82) 0.462

Intrinsic vessels and vascular
loops visible on early
frames (%)

12/18 (67) 16/16 (100)b 0.020

Pattern at maximal
hyperfluorescence (%)

<0.001

Granular 2/18 (11) 17/17 (100)

Feathery 16/18 (89) 0/17 (0)

Patchy 4/16 (22)

Diffuse 12/16 (67)

Presence of hot spots at
maximal hyperfluorescence (%)

0 (0) 12 (71) <0.001

Latest frame recorded (s)
(mean ± SD)

677 ± 159 918 ± 720 0.590

Decrease in fluorescence at
latest frame (%)

18/18 (100) 17/17 (100) 1.000

Washout at latest frame (no.
cases/%)

0.076

Complete 1 (6) 3 (18)

Partial 6 (33) 10 (59)

No 11 (61) 4 (24)

Later hyperfluorescent rim (%) 0.043

Complete 1/18 (6) 5/17 (29)

Partial 3/18 (17) 6/17 (35)

No 14/18 (78) 6/17 (35)

Hot spots on late frames 0.003

Prominent 5/18 (28) 14/17 (82)

Subtle 7/18 (39) 3/17 (18)

No 5/18 (28) 0/17 (0)

Visualization of intrinsic vessels
throughout entire ICG (%)

2/18 (11) 17/17 (100) <0.001

DCS digital camera system, SLO scanning laser ophthalmoscopy, SRF
subretinal fluid.

The bold values throughout the table highlight the statistically
significant results.
aThe presence or absence of subretinal fluid was not clearly
documented in eight cases.
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and a smooth, gently sloping contour without choriocapillaris
compression on EDI-OCT [7]. Their typical red-orange color
leads to a wide differential diagnosis, which can be refined by
the use of multimodal imaging.

Yannuzzi et al. first described ICG angiography with DCS
as a tool to enhance choroidal imaging and in particular, to

assist in the detection of occult choroidal neovascular mem-
branes in patients with age-related macular degeneration [13].
In contemporary clinical practice, ICG is used to aide in the
diagnosis, classification, and treatment of a select group of
chorioretinal disorders [14], including polypoidal choroidal
vasculopathy [15] and retinal angiomatous proliferation [16],

Fig. 1 Juxtapapillary
circumscribed choroidal
hemangioma imaged with
DCS. a Digital color photograph
depicting a red-orange CCH
superior to the optic nerve in the
right eye. b Fine, lacy intrinsic
vessels are appreciated on the
early DCS ICG frames; c
however, by the time maximal
hyperfluorescence is reached the
intrinsic vascular architecture of
the lesion can no longer be
appreciated and the CCH takes
on a diffuse, feathery pattern of
hyperfluorescence. d At the
latest frame, there is partial
washout of the lesion (white
stars) and an early
hyperfluorescent rim (black
stars).

Fig. 2 Circumscribed choroidal hemangioma imaged with DCS. a
Digital color photograph depicting a small, red-orange CCH super-
otemporal to the optic nerve in the right eye. b A few feathery intrinsic
vessels are noted on early ICG frames (white arrows). c The lesion fills

very rapidly and appears diffusely hyperfluorescent with feathery
borders obscuring the previously evident intralesional vascular archi-
tecture. d At the latest frame, there is a relative decrease in hyper-
fluorescence; however, no washout or hyperfluorescent rim is noted.
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central serous chorioretinopathy [17, 18], choroidal inflam-
matory conditions [19], and CCH [11, 20, 21].

On ICG captured with DCS, CCH display early hyper-
fluorescence, late “washout,” visualization of intrinsic ves-
sels, a late hyperfluorescent rim and late “hot spots” [11].
However, as patterns on ICG classically reported using
DCS differ from that observed with newer SLO platforms,
there is a need to further describe the latter. Compared with
previous studies, our series had a relatively low rate of
“washout” in both groups. This is likely due to the fact that
only three patients had “late” frames acquired >30 min.
However, the characteristic “early” and “mid” frame find-
ings reported in this series suggest that in some cases,
acquisition of images > 30 min are not required to confirm
the diagnosis.

In a large series, 29% of patients with CCH were referred
with the diagnosis of choroidal melanoma [1] and overall,
CCH comprises roughly 5% of all cases of pseudomelano-
mas [22]. Several ancillary studies may aide in differentiating
the former from the latter, including ultrasonography with
standardized A-scan (high versus low internal reflectivity)
and sparing versus compression of the choriocapillaris on
EDI-OCT [9]. Moreover, on ICG choroidal melanomas reach
maximum hyperfluorescence much later than CCH (18.2

versus 1.2 min; respectively) and the majority of choroidal
melanomas [23] and choroidal nevi remain hypofluorescent
compared with the surrounding choroid throughout the entire
angiographic study [24].

Appearance of CCH on color photos and red versus
green separation images

Circumscribed choroidal haemangioma clinically appears as
a red-orange choroidal mass, most commonly in the
superotemporal quadrant near the macula [2]. The Opto-
map® image is artificially constructed from the reflectance
patterns of two laser wavelengths, which have variable
penetrance of the retinal structure. The green laser is unable
to penetrate the RPE, whereas the red is readily able to.
Consequently, these images can be useful in giving infor-
mation as to the depth of a lesion. Gray-green lesions on
pseudocolor SLO imaging tend to be choroidal [25].
However, the darker pseudocolor of CCH may further
simulate the appearance of pigmented lesions, such as
choroidal nevi or melanoma. As such, it is critical for
clinicians to be aware of the misleading color photographic
representation of CCH on SLO to avoid this diagnostic
pitfall. Although the pseudocolor image of SLO less

Fig. 3 Macular CCH imaged with SLO. a Scanning laser oph-
thalmoscope (Optomap®) pseudocolor image of a superotemporal
CCH. b Red separation and c green separation images highlighting
the choroidal location of the lesion. d Early SLO ICG (Spectralis)
frames demonstrate prominent, lacy intrinsic vessels. e At maximum

hyperfluorescence, a granular pattern of hyperfluorescence with
several “hot spots” and visualization of vascular loops (black
arrows). f On the latest frame, the CCH maintains a granular
appearance with a number of hot spots remaining with partial
washout (white star) and hyperfluorescent rim (black star).
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accurately reflects the true fundoscopic appearance, its
fundamental constructs can be exploited to produce a red
separation image that more clearly highlights the true extent
of the CCH, which may be underestimated on DCS.

Presence of intrinsic vessels

Balasubramaniam et al. aimed to characterize the features of
choroidal tumors on IR imaging, and found that vascular
loops on IR imaging showed a high diagnostic sensitivity
for CCH [20]. Similarly, we found that all patients under-
going ICG imaging with SLO platforms had vascular loops
and intrinsic vessels visualized throughout the entire
angiogram. While DCS captured intrinsic vessels in two-
thirds of patients in early frames, the visualization of this
feature was only apparent in 11% (2/18) of patients
throughout the entire angiogram.

Pattern in mid and late frames

At maximal hyperfluorescence, all eyes imaged in the SLO
group had a granular appearance, again with visualization of
intrinsic vessels and vascular loops. This appearance was

markedly different from the feathery, diffuse and rather
homogenous hyperfluorescence seen in the DCS group. On
late frames, hot spots were present in 100% in the SLO
group versus 67% of the DCS group. Moreover, the “hot
spots” were subjectively more intense in the SLO group
compared with the DCS group. Arevalo et al. hypothesized
that the “hot spots” visualized on late frames represent
residual dye remaining in the intrinsic vessels of CCH [11].
Taken together, the findings of this series suggest that
intrinsic vessels are better imaged with SLO, which may
explain why late “hot spots” were also a consistently pro-
minent finding.

The role of ICG in the setting of multimodal imaging

When evaluating a nonpigmented choroidal lesion, ICG
findings should not be interpreted in isolation, but rather in
consort with the findings of other noninvasive imaging
modalities, including ultrasonography with A- and B-scans
and EDI-OCT. An experienced clinician may not find
angiographic studies essential to confirm the diagnosis of
CCH in classic cases; however, relying on ophthalmoscopic
appearance alone is fraught with pitfalls and may lead to

Fig. 4 Sub-foveal CCH imaged with SLO. a Scanning laser oph-
thalmoscope (Optomap®) pseudocolor image of CCH with b red and c
green separation images highlighting choroidal location of the lesion.
d Prominent, lacy intrinsic vessels are well visualized on early Spec-
tralis ICG frames and e at maximum hyperfluorescence, a granular

pattern of hyperfluorescence with several “hot spots” and visualization
of vascular loops (black arrow) is again apparent. f On the latest frame,
there is partial washout (white stars). The vascular loops remain
visualized into the latest frame and a partial hyperfluorescent rim
(black star) can also be appreciated.
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misdiagnosis of malignant lesions as CCH, resulting in a
delay of appropriate treatment [26].

The differential diagnosis of red-orange fundus lesions
includes both benign and malignant tumors. Choroidal
metastasis, particularly those arising from bronchial carci-
noid tumor, thyroid cancer or renal cell carcinoma, can
mimic the red-orange appearance of CCH. Enhanced depth
imaging-OCT may be particularly illuminating in these
cases, as choroidal metastasis often show a characteristic
“lumpy bumpy” topography with compression of the
overlying choriocapillaris [27], and on ICG a subtle, diffuse
homogenous isofluorescence with late hypofluorescence is
often seen [23]. Uveal lymphoma may also mimic CCH;
however, hypofluorescence throughout ICG [28] and a “flat,
rippled, or undulating (seasick)” topography on EDI-OCT
[29] help to distinguish this entity.

As technology continues to advance in the field of
ophthalmic imaging, novel modalities, such as OCT-
angiography (OCT-A) may supplant traditional angio-
graphy in certain chorioretinal conditions. However, the
current utility of OCT-A in CCH is limited given the
inability of this technology to capture vascular anatomy
deep to the superficial choriocapillaris. Given that the
choriocapillaris is uninvolved in CCH [30] ICG remains the
only angiographic modality by which to assess the affected
Haller’s and Sattler’s layers in this entity.

The role of ICG in guiding treatment of chorioretinal
disorders including CCH

In addition to aiding in the accurate diagnosis of chorior-
etinal conditions, ICG has be used to guide laser photo-
coagulation of occult choroidal neovascularization [31] and
photodynamic therapy for central serous chorioretinopathy
[18]. Although several treatment modalities for CCH exist,
including argon laser photocoagulation, transpupillary
thermotherapy, plaque brachytherapy, and lens sparing
external beam radiotherapy, recent reports have shown
excellent visual outcomes following treatment with PDT
[32, 33]. Indocyanine green guided PDT allows for more
precise spot size selection and placement, thus optimizing
treatment of the CCH while minimizing unnecessary
damage to surrounding structures.

Limitations of this report relate primarily to the
duration of ICG angiography studies. The mean latest
frame for all 35 patients included occurred at 13 min 13 s,
which is a significantly shorter duration than previous
reports that recorded the latest frame at 35 min [11].
While the difference in angiography times between
groups was not statistically significant, only three
patients in this study had late frames >30 min and all
three were in the SLO group. As a result, we have

emphasized the early and mid-frame findings of CCH in
this report, but noteworthy is that all cases on either
imaging platform showed a decrease in fluorescence by
the latest frame taken.

This report has updated the ICG imaging characteristics
of CCH using widely available platforms in modern oph-
thalmic practice that utilize an SLO imaging system. In
summary, ICG imaging of CCH on SLO platforms shows
more prominent intrinsic vessels and vascular loops that
remain visible throughout the entire angiogram, a granular
rather than feathery diffuse hyperfluorescence in mid frames
and more conspicuous “hot spots” on mid-late frames
compared with DCS. Addition of these early and mid-frame
characteristic features to the clinical assessment of sus-
pected CCH may negate the need for late frames >30 min
without compromising diagnostic accuracy.

Summary

What was known before

● Circumscribed choroidal haemangioma (CCH) is a
benign vascular hamartoma with a red-orange appear-
ance most commonly involving the superotemporal
quadrant of the macula and often presenting in the 5th
decade of life.

● Indocyanine green (ICG) angiography is often used, in
consort with other imaging modalities including ultra-
sonography and enhanced depth imaging optical
coherence tomography, to reach the diagnosis.

● Previously reported ICG findings in CCH captured on
digital camera systems (DCS; Topcon) include early
hyperfluorescence, late washout, visualization of intrin-
sic vessels, a later hyperfluorescent rim, and late
hot spots.

What this study adds

● Patterns on ICG captured with newer scanning laser
ophthalmoscopy platforms (SLO; Optos California and
Heidelberg Spectralis) differ from that observed with
DCS in several ways. The most striking difference
between the imaging modalities was the visualization of
intrinsic vessels and vascular loops throughout the entire
duration of the ICG.

● The color photograph of CCH obtained on SLO often
has a green-gray hue which can be misleading; however,
the blend function can be used to obtain a red separation
image which more clearly highlights the true extent of
the lesion.
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● The pattern at maximum hyperfluorescence on SLO tends
to have a granular appearance and “hot spots” are more
conspicuous on mid-late frames compared with DCS.
Improved visualization of these characteristic features
on mid-late frames may negate the need for late frames
> 30min without compromising diagnostic accuracy.
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